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The basic properties of the Hubbard chain are systematically studied in the large-U regime by a
path-integral formalism. The bare electron (hole) is shown to be a composite particle of two basic excitations, holon and spinon, together with the nonlocal string fields. Both holon and spinon are described
by fermions with gapless spectra. Based on these quasiparticles, various correlation functions are analytically derived.
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71.45. —
d, 71.30.+h, 75. 10.Jm

Hubbard chain in the strongto the one-dimensional
coupling regime. The elementary excitations of charge
and spin together with all the important correlation functions will be analytically derived. The path-integral formalism used here has been developed previously to study
the two-dimensional Hubbard model [7,8].
The Hubbard Hamiltonian is given by

The one-dimensional
Hubbard model in the large-U
has recently attracted extensive attentions [1-5].
This is primarily due to its possible important implication
to the two-dimensional case where the Hubbard model is
considered as a promising candidate [1] to describe the
high-T, oxide materials. In terms of the exact solution of
Lieb and Wu [6] for the Hubbard chain, some fundamental physics in the large-U limit, e.g. , the charge and spin
separation, has been qualitatively clarified by Anderson
and other authors [1,2]. However, many important properties like the correlation functions are still quite di%cult
to calculate by a systematic way. Some remarkable progress has been achieved recently by the bosonization
method [4], but such an approach originally is only justified in the weak-coupling regime.
In this Letter, we shall present a systematic approach
limit
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such that U;cr, Ut=n; cr
U; is a SU(2) transformation
U; is determined up to U(l) which leaves a local U(1)

gauge freedom of L (r ) in (2).
There are three auxiliary fields p;, A;, and U; (or
equivalently
n;) involved in the Lagrangian (2). If p;
and 6; are replaced by some mean fields p; =p and A;
=( —1)'A, then similar to the conventional spin-densitywave (SDW) theory, there will be an "antiferromagnetic" symmetry broken in the "z" direction, as seen by the
fermion a; according to (2). But in the real space such a
z axis will coincide with the n; direction because of the
definition (3) where U~ is a rotation from the true z axis
to the n; direction. Therefore ( —1)'n; will represent the
spin-polarization direction after the above mean-field replacement. In the strong-coupling regime, as the result of
the suppression of the double occupancy, the spin at the
occupied site becomes fully polarized and is determined
by the direction n;. In this case, to the order of t/U, the
charge and amplitude fluctuations at the occupied sites
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in which the spinor a; is related

+ H. c. ) + U g n;

transformaBy a SU(2) invariant Hubbard-Stratonovich
tion, the partition function Z=Tr(exp —PH) could be
expressed in the path-integral formalism as

I

c;=(c;t,c;l) through
c; =U;a;.

(c;t~,

are negligible [7,9], and p; and A; could be safely reiU/2 and
placed by their mean-field values p; =&= —
—1)'U/2, with a full local (staggered)
A; =( —1)'A=(
moment m; =2k;/U=( —1)'. The equivalence between
the present formalism and the t-J model will be discussed
elsewhere [7,9].
Now there is only one auxiliary n; field left in Lagrangian (2), represented
by U;, which describes the spinpolarization direction. First we consider a simple Hamiltonian
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which is obtained after taking the mean-field values for tt;
and 6; as well as U;tU~. =1 and U;tB, U;=0 in (2). It
could be used as an unperturbed Hamiltonian in studying
the spin Iluctuations of UtU~ —1 and UtB, U;. Hp is easiin k
ly diagonalized through a Bogoliubov transformation
space [7]. In the case of U»t, the localized picture will
be more convenient for our discussion and we could write
as
in the lattice representation
down this transformation
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follows:

a;

=0(p;a)a;+0( —p;a)p;P;+0( —p;cr)

—(a;+)+a;
0(x)

where a; and P; are two spinless fermions, and
tion (5), Ho in (4) is expressed as

Ho= —Jg (a; a; —P;P;)+UgP;

P;
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is the step function with
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According to the transforma-

— Jg (a; a;+2 —P; P;+2+H c. ),

(6)

2

J=

2t /—
U. We see that there is a large charge gap U between the a band and the P band. In the half-filling case
where
the lower a band will be filled by electrons with the upper P band being empty; the hole will go to the lower band in the
hole-doping case. Thus the nondouble occupancy constraint in the t-J model could be realized in a natural way here.
We shall discuss the Lagrangian (2) based on the representation (5) with Ho as the unperturbed Hamiltonian. Now
limit where (2) can be simplified as
we consider the U

~

=++0(p;a)(Ut&, U;)

(1 —h th;)+gh t8, h;+t

in which only the lower band has been retained and the
hole operator h;~=a; is introduced for the convenience of
discussion below.
The Lagrangian (7) shows that the hole could get the
largest hopping matrix ( = t ) when ( (U;tU;+ ) — =1
to a ferromagnetic
for all sites i. It corresponds
state with n; = —n;+~ [because the amplitude field A;
—I )'4 changes sign between different sublattices]. It
is the well-known Nagaoka ground state.
However, we shall show that the hole could gain its
largest kinetic energy even in the generic spin states,
which are all degenerate at U=~. Notice that the spin
dynamics will be determined by the first term in Lagrangian (7). But such a term disappears at the hole
sites because of the factor 1 —h;th; (which is more clear if
The
we understand
it from the operator formalism).
physical meaning here is very simple: There is no true
spin (carried by the electron) at the hole site i and thus
Now
the "direction" of spin there could be arbitrary.
In orsuppose the hole is hopping from site i to site
der to get the largest hopping matrix element in (7), the
direction of spin at site i needs to be arranged such that
~(U; U;+~)~ —~~ =1. Without loss of any generality one
may choose U; U;+~ =ia„as U; has a U(1) gauge freedom. In this way, the hole can always get the best kinetic
energy just like in the Nagaoka state.
On the other hand, after the hole hops to site i+1, a
"spin" will be produced at site i which is determined by
icr„). Physically, it could be interpreted as
U; =U;+~( —
the spin (carried by the electron) at site i + 1 being transferred to site i during the above hopping procedure. At a
given moment, an effective spin chain can be obtained by
removing all the sites occupied by holes. For any site on
this eA'ective spin chain, we may define U; through
~

~
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U; =U;(t'cr

)

~
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According to the discussion above, when the hole hops
from site io to io+1, one easily finds U;, (after hopping) =U;, + (before hopping). Therefore, the effective
spin chain, described by [U;], will be independent of the
~

g
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h
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motion of holes. One could reproduce any real spin-hole
configurations in the whole chain just by inserting the
sites of holes into this eAective spin chain and determine
U; at the spin site by U; according to (8).
In terms of the above discussions, Z. could be rewritten by
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chain with hole sites removed.
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h;

=exp[i(tr/2a)x;]h; is also introduced in (10). Equations
(9) and (10) show that the hole is decoupled from the
spin background and behaves like a free spinless fermion.
It is easy to obtain the holon's excitation spectrum as
—2t cos(ka) with the Fermi velocity uh = 2ta
Ek =
xsin(tr8). 8 is the doping concentration.
t.
Then let us turn on
/U, but still assume

J«

J=2t

Using the representation of (5) to formulate Lagrangian
(2) [with p; and A; being substituted by p and ( —1)'6 as
discussed before], one may classify two effects due to
finite J. One is the correction to the hopping matrix of
the holon with a magnitude in order of J, which includes
[like those terms
the next-nearest-neighbor
hopping
shown in (6)]. This effect will be neglected because the
bare hopping matrix t is much larger than J. The second
is to give a nonzero spin stiAness which
eAect of finite
will lift the spin degeneracy and choose a spin singlet
state. To be precise, a finite-J contribution to the spin
part could be found as the second term in the following
Lagrangian:

J

L, = g'+0(P;a)(U; B,U;)
,
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which is obtained after the holon part coupled with it has
been treated by a mean-field approximation
[9], with
—6')+sin(2tr8)/2tr]. The first term in L, comes
is
from L in (9). Then the total Lagrangian at small
given by L =L, +Lq.
The Lagrangian L, determines the dynamics of the
eA'ective spin chain. One could show [7] that L, can be
reduced to a nonlinear o. model associated with a topological term in the long-wavelength, low-energy limit, which
is equivalent to a Heisenberg chain with an enlarged lattice constant a =a/(1 —8) and a renormalized superexchange coupling J. But we shall pursue a diA'erent way to
treat l., in the following.
Introduce a CP ' representation for U; as follows:

J=J[(1

)
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where f; is a fermion operator and n/ =f~
.. After
this transformation we relax the constraint appearing in
(13) by replacing A. ; with a constant &. and thus get the
following Hamiltonian:

fj

H,

= Jg'(—
f;t+i f; +H. c.)
+A. g'p;

gf;tf;

1—

(i 5)

H, is easy to diagonalize

and we find the spectrum
One can also verify that X, =0 and all
states with ep &0 are filled by the fermions. The Fermi
surface is at Ei,/=0 with kf =tr/2a =tt(1 —6')/2a and a
Fermi velocity U, =2J[1 —sin[2tt(l —6) 1/2tr(1 —6)]a. e/,
and v, agree with Coll's results [11] based on the Lieb
and Wu solution except a tr/2 factor.
Therefore, we have obtained two elementary excitations described by the fermions h; and
which will be
called the holon and spinon, respectively, after Anderson
[1]. The bare electron is composed by these two quasiparticles, together with some nonlocal string operators as
shown by Eqs. (3), (5), and (8). One may write down an
explicit expression for c; in the large-U limit:
e/',

The unitary condition U; U; = 1 requires
Then L, in (11) can be expressed by
L,

hard-core boson system. In the operator formalism,
introduce a Jordan-Wigner transformation [10],

J

b;
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= —2Jcos(ka).

f;,

—i gh/h—
t p;ga'U;
2
(&i

0

where U; is related to the spinon f; through (12) and (14). The charge and spin separation is mathematically determined through this relation.
Then various correlation functions can be calculated. An example is the spin-spin correlation whose leading contribution is given by —, (( —I ) n;(t) ( —I )~n/(0)). It could be written in the following form according to (8):

(S;(t).S/(0)) =

p p (T/rU;(t)a,

ii

U;

(t)U/(0)o;U/~(0)),

&exp[

—itrN;

(16)

(t)]exp[itrN~(0)])/, ,

(.

where N; =g/&;ht h/. As the holon and spinon have linear spectra near their Fermi momenta, the averages of
and ( . . )/, in (16) could be systematically treated by the bosonization technique [10] in the long-wavelength limit.
then get the asymptotic behavior of

),
We

cos(2kfx)
(
with

2

2)i/4(

2

2
S

2) I/2

x =—x; —x/. This 2kf behavior has also been obtained

by diA'erent approaches [2-5].
correlation is readily derived as the spinon part makes no contribution,

The density-density

(8n;(t)8n/(0))
with

2

cx:

—(x+ +x
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+ I/(2tr x+x —)cos(4kfx),

= x ~ v~t.
x~ —

Another important quantity
calculations, G' is reduced to

is the electron

G' (x, t) = —,' ([U (t)U/ (0)]

&,

g

e=+ ]/2

Green s function

exp i

a

x G'(x, t),

~here the "semion" Green's function G (x, t) is defined as
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G' (x, t) = i(Tc, (t)c/. (0)). Af—
ter some algebraic

i&&hi
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the bosonization

G" (x, t) ec

technique, the asymptotic behavior of

6
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The momentum distribution
according to (20),

near k
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n(kf) —C~k —kf
and
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k

—3kf,
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is found by

lkf X
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&
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"sgn(k

the power-law

I
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.

—kf),

singularity

(21)
becomes
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In obtaining (22), a nonlocal phase shift in terms of (8)
due to the creation of a pair of holes should be taken into
account [9]. Similarly, the pair susceptibility in the tripwhich has a higher
let channel is found to be
power to decay as compared to the singlet pairing. Physically, a doped hole will decay into a spinon and a holon.
In the case of a pair of holes doped into the system, the
the holons may annihilate
two spinons accompanying
with each other in the singlet channel such that the
singlet-pair propagator has a smaller power to decay than
in the triplet case. A very similar situation in the twodimensional case has been discussed in Ref. [8] where it
condensahas been argued that a true superconducting
tion will become possible after the interlayer coupling is
introduced.
In conclusion, a first-principals calculation of the zerotemperature properties of the large-U Hubbard chain is
presented. It is found that the electron (hole) will decay
into two independent excitations, i.e. , holon and spinon, in
the large-U regime. The obtained energy spectra of the
holon and spinon are in good agreement with the exact
Lich and Wu solution. A series of correlation functions

-x

~t&

+

3kfX

(x —v t) 3t2

—(t ——t; kf ——kf)

(20)

is determined

The asymptotic form (20) of the Green's function is
basically in agreement with the results based on the bosonization approach [4]. But there is a difference in the
spinon part. As shown in (20), the spinon contributes a
factor (x —v, t ) ' instead of (x ~ v, t ) 't as obtained in the usual bosonization method [4, 5]. In the
density-density correlation (18), the absence of 2kf oscillation is also distinct from the bosonization approach
where both the holon and spinon will contribute to such a
leading oscillation term [4].
In the sinFinally, we consider the pair susceptibility.
glet channel, one can define B = I/J2(c; lc; +~ I—c;Ic;+ ~1)
and find the leading part

(B B,') ~ cos(2kfx)/x"
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have been explicitly calculated in asymptotic form, which,
in some aspects, diAer from the bosonization results.
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